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Abstract
The scaling properties of the optical reflectance from two types of quasiperiodic metal-insulator superlattices, one with the structure of Cantor bars
and the other with the structure of Oantorian-Fibonaccian train, have been
studied for the region of s-polarized soft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet.
By using the hydrodynamic model of electron dynamics and transfer-matrix
method, and by taking into account retardation effects, we have presented
the formalism of the reflectivity for the superlattices. From our numerical
results, we found that the reflection spectra of the quasi-superlattices have
a rich structure of self-simUarity. The interesting scaling indices, which are
related to the fractal dimensions, of the spectra are also discussed for the two
kinds of the quasi-superlattices.

1

Introduction

Many of the one-dimensional quasdperiodk systems' ' obtained in real experimental situation are self-similar objects, i.e., the fractals, the geometrical characteristics of which are invariant over scale dilatations. For instance, Cantor triadic bars
'*' ', Fibonacci superlattice' ' are the usual structures of such systems. In general,
one of the purposes of an experiment is to determine the fractal dimension D , which
measures the mamner in which the mass M, embedded in a sphere of radius if,
increases: M{R) & RD.W Another procedure to obtain D is to study the variation
of the intensity I(q) scattered by a fractal at a wave vector q: I(q) = q~Dfa which
has been used to interpret small-angle scattering experiments.^
Recently, we calculated the reflectivities of s-polarized soft x-rays and extreme
ultraviolet from multilayered superiattices.'' 1 ^* ^from the numerical results for
the Fibonacci superlattice I®', we found that except that the calculated reflection
spectra are of the interesting self-similarity pattern, some new strongly reflection
peaks move to a higher-frequency region compared with the usual periodic superlattice, which stimulates the interest in the study and making of soft x-rays and
extreme ultraviolet reflectors.
In this paper, we propose a new model to show self-similar patterns of reflectance spectra of a kind of quasi-period superlattice, the generalized Cantor
triadic superiattiee (GCSL). From the theoretical calculations for the two special
cases of metal-insulator-GCSL (MIGCSL), one superlattice with the structure of
Cantor bars (CBSL). and the other with the structure of Cantorian-Fibonacci
train (OFSL). we found that the reflectance spectra patterns from an nth generation MIGOSL has a rich structure of self-similarity as a function of wave frequency
of the incident s-polarized soft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet, and the reflection
spectra density varies according to the power law at a number
which is similar to the case of [5].

of fixed points,

2 Model structure of GCSL and reflectivity
The GCSL under consideration is generated recursively along ^direction by two
elementary media: medium A and medium i?, the corresponding localized dielectric functions of which are €A[u)) and £B(u;) respectively. The model structure,
as presented in Fig. 1, maps the mathematical role of the Cantor sequence as
follows,!2!

G, = B1AlBl.

U)

C, = BtAjB, = CiAiC^

(2)

on

= uftEO.i

)

where Bn = Gn-U while An is the same medium as layer A\ but with different
thickness,

^ . = (2 +

ft)-V4l,

(4)

here the parameter a is just the thickness ratio of d\n to rfBn. The total thickness
of an nth generation GCSL is
<*<;„ = (2 +<*)\/ B l .

(5)

The Fractal dimension of our model, according to the definition,' ' is given by

It is easily to find that when o = 1, the GCSL becomes the usual standard
Cantor bar superlattice (CBSL) with D = In 2/ In 3; when a = A = (v/5-1)/2, the
structure of GCSL is somewhat like the Fibonacci superlattice. If we substitute An
by CB_» and Bn by C7n_j, it is just the usual Fibonacci superlattice.14'8' Hereafter,
we will call it as Cantorian-Fibonaccian superlattice (CFSL), the fractal dimension
of which is D = In 2/ln(2 + A).
The reflectivity for s-polarized soft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet can be obtained directly following the scheme presented in Refs. [7j and [9j. As in Ref. [7],

we again assume that the regions z < 0 and z > dom are vacuum space and the incident wave vector with incident angle 0 is Ko — ($,O,Jko), where k0 = (w/c)cos0,
and 9 = («/e) an0. Based on the hydrodynamic theory and the transfer-matrix
method and by taking account of damping effects to the system of the nth generation GCSL, we can get the reflectivity for s-polarized wave as follows,'9'

where

and c,y is the element of the transfer matrix (2* for the nth generation GCSL,
which is given by
dAn)Ox_l

(10)

with the initial transfer matrix
dBlh

(HI

where M_{k, d) is the transfer matrix for a medium layer of thickness d, which is
denned as
cos kd

iu Ik sin kd
1

,
(12)
ik/yj sin kd
cos kd
and Ar is a ^-component of the wave vector in the medium layer, which satisfies
the following equation,
kl — (u;/c)J£,(u7) - ?*,

3

P = A, B-

(13)

Numerical results and conclusions

By using the equations presented in Section 2, one can calculate the reflectivity
numerically. In this paper, we apply the theory to the case of MIGOSL system.

We consider the elementary layer Bx as a metal Al film, and An as a dielectric
medium with tA — 1. In order to take account of the retardation effect on the
reflection, we choose the model dielectric function in the form of the Drude local
dielectric function for the layer Bx,
*,(«)= 1 -

"'.* , ,

(14)

where r is the electric relaxation time in the metal Al layers, which is chosen to
be of the order of lO'u^ as adopted in Refs. [8] and [9], and uPB is the plasma
frequency for metal Al,
/e

J

/mt,

(15)

where nB is the electron density of metal Al layer B\> nB = 18.1 x lO^em"*, and
m4 is the electron mass.
For the case of normal incidence on the MIGOSL, q = 0, and dBl = 196A,
which is just the quarter of the plasma wave length XPB in metal Al, we plotted
the two calculated reflectance curves vs frequency on Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 is for
the system with special value or = 1, the fifth generation metal-insulator CBSL,
and Fig. 3 for that of a = A, the sixth generation metal-insulator CFSL. From
our numerical results, we draw the following conclusions:
(i) For the MIGOSL system, the spectra pattern of the reflectivity of the soft
x-rays and ultraviolet has a rich structure of self-similarity, the reflection peaks of
which form a Cantorlike set. Due to the remodulation of the reflection intensity,
a couple of new peaks move to the position of high frequency, which is beneficial
to the reflector design.
(ii) There are a series of scaling points w* in the reflection spectra. The reflectivities around those points are approximately of the following scaling equation,
Rm+l(u-w*) = Rn[(2 + a){w-v%

(16)

One can draw this conclusion from Fig. 4, which shows the plot of reflectivities
for three generations (n = 5.6,7) of metal-insulator OBSL at the fixed point
<*• =

1.711u)PB.

(iii) As n and r increase, the spectra of reflectivities are composed of an increasing number of frequency bands, which are scale invariant over dilatations of
factor (2 + or). Fig. 5 is shown for such a situation with n = 8 at w* = 3.536w>F.
the scale of which is A~* = 2 + A. With increasing the particular scale of the
frequency the special density of the reflection spectra for an nth generation GCSL
R*i which is denned by

< * > = ir
u? — u

varies according to the power law,
< iJn*>£* (w - u*)~D,

(18)

Figs. 6 and 7 show the variations of < R* > for the two cases: a = 1,A, respectively.
Summarzing, we have presented an analogue method for the reflection from a
fractal superlattice GCSL. The reflectivity patterns for the s-polarized soft xrays and extreme ultraviolet possess the same symmetry properties as the real
superlattice structure; they exhibit self-similarity because of the nature of the
fractal superlattice. Applications to the two kinds of metal-insulator GCSL: CBSL
and CFSL have been described in detail. We expect the concerned experiment to
test the predicted scaling properties of the present theory.
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Figure captions
Fig. 1. Successive stages of generating iterative GOSL: the black bars denote the
medium B layers with thickness rfe.i the blank bars denote the medium A
layers with dAtt = (2 + a)n~ldAl,a

=

dAJdBl.

Fig. 2. Reflectivity vs u; of a fifth Al-insulator-CBSL (o = 1) with dBl = A?*/4
for normal incidence. uPB and XPB are the plasma frequency and wave length
for metal Al, respectively. rwPP = 100, and eA = 1.
Fig. 3. Reflectivity for normal incidence on a sixth Al-insnlator CFSL (a = A =
(y/S — l)/2). dAl = A ^ . The other relevant parameters are the same as
Fig. 2.
Fig. 4. Reflectivities of normal incidence on the three generations of Al-insulatorCBSL C(,<7e, and C7. u>* = 1.7llu;Pj, and Au ( = 0.243wPP. The other
relevant parameters are the same as Fig. 2.
Fig. 5. The same as Fig. 3 but with generation n = 8 and weaker retardation
effect:

TU>FF

= 500. u?* = 3.536wPB and Aw» = 0.0142wPff.

Fig. 6. Log-log plot giving the variations of < R7 > at w* = 1.71 lwPB for the
Canton an triadic metal Al and insulator snperlattice. 0 = w—w*. The open
circles show the calculated data. The relevant parameters are the same as
Fig. 2.
Fig. 7. Log-log plot giving the variations of < i?e > at w* = 3.536wPfl for the 8th
Al-insnlator CFSL. The open circles show the calculated data. The relevant
parameters are the same as Fig. 5.
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